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Election Results
2012—2013
PRESIDENT— TERRY ABBOTT
VICE PRESIDENT—JOHN MARTIN
SECRETARY— DAVE HOWE
TREASURER—ED ROBERTS
EXECUTIVE OFFICER—STAN JOCELYN, SR
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR—JIM NEFF
The Annual Member’s Meeting was held January 14, 2012 at 3:00 PM.
There were approximately 73 members attending the meeting. Thank you to
all for attending and making it a success.
***************************************************************

The President’s Column
RSSC is off to a great start for 2012 and I am once again
your President. Thank you for your support. We had our election
and annual meeting on Saturday January 14th. This year’s dinner
and meeting was at the club, following a very successful swap
meet that was extended to the following day. Around 105 people
were in attendance. A good time was had by all and we gave away
some great raffle prizes. We even had live entertainment courtesy
of a couple of talented guys from the Cowboy Fast Draw division.
Kudos to VP Dave Howe and Chief Instructor Jim Neff for
organizing the event again this year. As part of the swap meet we
sold off a tremendous amount of gun/reloading related equipment.
This collection was donated from the estate of a member who had
passed away. As a result of this generous donation the club brought
in over $13,000 to the general fund.
RSSC is in great financial shape and your Board has plans
for more improvements to our facility. Our new multi-purpose
building project is well under way and we hope to complete it by
the end of March. We are also in the process of an extensive
overhaul of the Practical Pistol complex. The shooting business is
better than ever and we continue to acquire new members on a
regular basis.
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From the MAIN RANGE
To maintain the safety of all shooters on the Main Range, the rules for the use of fullyautomatic firearms on the Main Range have changed. As you can imagine, all rules concerning the safe handling of firearms continue to be in place. These few additions are now
being observed and your attention is appreciated. A copy of these rules may be obtained at
the Main Range.
FULL AUTO MAIN RANGE RULES
Firearms may not be fired in fully automatic mode with one-hand at any time.
Burst firing is allowed. Shooters who do not demonstrate full and complete control
while firing a burst will be stopped immediately.
Full-length butt-stocks are required for fully automatic firing. If the firearm does not
have a butt-stock it may only be fired in semi-automatic mode with a two-handed grip.
Shooters under the age of 18 must be carefully supervised. The current rule for shooters under 18 years of age will be strictly enforced. A Range Safety Officer must be present when a minor is firing any fully automatic firearm.
The shooter will remain stationary while shooting any fully automatic firearm.
Shooters wishing to shoot fully automatic firearms will be directed to the East end of
the range when space is available.

Due to Health & Safety hazards, there is no smoking within the fenced area at the Main Range .
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HOLIDAY VOLUNTEERS
The volunteer program for the 2011 holidays was a great success. All of the RSO’s that were lucky enough
to work with the volunteers complimented each and every one for their professionalism and help in keeping the Main Range clean and safe. Since the day after Thanksgiving, we have set attendance records on
the Main Range. Thanks to the volunteers, all visitors had a safe day at our range. Thanks to……

Carolyn Santarosa and Larry Santarosa
Andrew Picard
Hans Voigt
David Weber
Steve Blake
Carl Schott
Brian Schramm
Dennis Savoie
Bob Wininger
Sam Littlefield
Randy Corum
Dennis Savoie was the winner of the Gift Certificate drawing for the volunteers, and
here is what he had to say about the experience of working the Main Range:
“I have never seen the place so busy. The tables were full at all times and there was a waiting line to get to
them. It gave me a whole new perspective on how hard the rangers work and a new respect for their insistence on safety. Hundreds of shooters came out that week-end and everything was handled with efficiency.
It appeared that everyone was having a good time and getting in a lot of practice. The experience was very
interesting and I look forward to volunteering again. I would encourage anyone to volunteer to see for
themselves what goes on behind the scenes and all of the hard work involved to keep it running smoothly
and safely.”

Thanks again to Dennis and everyone who made our busiest two weeks ever
safe and enjoyable.

All Members are invited to attend the Board of Directors Meeting held in the RSSC Activity Center
on the Third Wednesday of each month beginning at 7:00pm.
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Cowboy Fast Draw At Rio
The Rio Salado Vaqueros Cowboy Fast Draw Division at Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club sends you a great big
“Howdy!” for this first issue of the Ricochet for 2012! 2011 was a busy year for us, so let’s take a moment
to recap all the fun.
A New Beginning
In June of 2011, the Rio Salado Vaqueros were created as a Cowboy Fast Draw Division of the Rio Salado
Sportsman’s Club, with Francis Carlos (a.k.a. The Draw) as the Division Director and Bart Carr (a.k.a. Muletrain) as the Club’s first President. Soon after, the Rio Salado Vaqueros became the third cowboy fast
draw club in Arizona to be affiliated with the Cowboy Fast Draw Association (CFDA), which is the governing body of our sport.
The Rio Salado Vaqueros received valuable support from the Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club in securing a
regular place on the Events Calendar, as well as the financial support to get the Division rolling. The shot
timers, targets and the equipment storage shed were among the most costly of the items supplied by the
Club, with funds for other range equipment supplied as well. The Vaqueros owe the Board of Directors of
the Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club a giant “Thank You!” for being willing to support Cowboy Fast Draw at
Rio in such a dramatic way.
In June, the Rio Salado Vaqueros finalized and approved the Club. The Club is now heading down the trail
looking for gunfights. Also in June, and again in August, elections were held to fill out the remaining posts
on the Rio Salado Vaquero’s board. These posts were filled by the following individuals:
Vice President: Ed May (a.k.a. Boneyard Ranger)
Secretary: Karen Carr (a.k.a. Southwest KC:)
Safety Coordinator: Jim Davis (a.k.a. Widowmaker)
General Member: Mike Williams (a.k.a. Gunslick Mick)
General Member: Phil Taska (a.k.a. Longeye)
A listing of the current members can be found on the Rio Saldo Vaquaros website at
www.riosaladovaqueros.com.
****
Shooters on the Line
Club shoots are held the second Saturday of the month, starting at about 8:30 AM. The Club organized
Saturday shoots in July, August, September, and October. The RSV also organized a Wednesday night
practice shoot in September that was very popular with the shooters. Shooters commented that range
was so quiet at night, which is, of course, very different from the normal Saturday shoots. Also, the backlights at Pistol Bay 1 make the smoke and flash from the guns a lot of fun to watch.
November brought the Mesa Wild West Days CFDA Jackpot Shoot, which was sponsored by the Rio Salado Vaqueros (RSV). This shoot is typically the largest single-day event in all of the CFDA, with 49 Men’s
Division and 10 Women’s Division shooters coming from all over the southwest to compete. This annual
competition is organized and managed by the RSV’s own Mike Williams (a.k.a. Gunslick Mick) and takes
place during the City of Mesa’s Old West Days Event in downtown Mesa.
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Cowboy Fast Draw At Rio continued
The last shoot of the year was in December, and later in the month, the RSV hosted a Christmas Party for
its members at Rio Salado’s Activity Center. All-in-all, 2011 was a great year for Cowboy Fast Draw at Rio.
What are you waiting for?
If you’ve made it this far in this article, you obviously have some interest in what we do. So, here’s a
question for you: What the heck are you doin’ the second Saturday of the month from 8:30 in the morning ‘til about 1:00 in the afternoon? Why not stop by Pistol Bay 1 at Rio and introduce yourself to some of
the nicest folks you’ll ever want to meet. We’d be happy to explain the “game” of cowboy fast draw and
show you, first hand, how much fun the sport is. You can find our schedule on the Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club Calendar at http://riosaladosportsmans.com/calendar/month.php
We shoot single action .45 caliber Colts and Colt clones, and we draw that shooter from 1880’s-style gun
leather. Our target is a 24-inch steel plate connected to a timer. Cowboys (and Cowgirls) are paired up
by random drawing, then each pair of shooters competes against one another. When the light at the center of the target comes on, draw, fire, and, of course, hit the dang target. The shooter with the fastest
recorded times, wins.
The ammunition we shoot is a wax bullet powered by a 209 shotgun primer. The wax bullet travels at
about the same velocity as a .45 Colt round, but the cost is only about seven cents per round. You’ve got
to admit, that’s pretty darned affordable.
We also dress the part. Shooters, both women and men, dress in outfits that echo the last decade of the
19th century. Hats, boots, suspenders, trousers...if you’ve ever seen an episode of Gunsmoke on TV, well,
that’s what we look like.
Safety is THE primary concern during our club matches and all CFDA-sanctioned events. There are very
specific safety regulations that we cover in our Safety Meeting before the shoot. CFDA certified Range
Officers control the firing line, and Hand Judges keep the shooters on the straight and narrow while on
the line.
To learn more about the sport of Cowboy Fast Draw, you can visit the CFDA online at
www.cowboyfastdraw.com. You’ll find wagon-loads of great information about the sport including the
CFDA rule book, events, testimonials, and the ever popular Alias List. Also, visit the Rio Salado Vaqueros
on the web at www.riosaladovaqueros.com.
If y’all need even more info, feel free to contact RSV President Muletrain (a.k.a. Bart Carr) at 480-7103593, or by email at muletrain2010@msn.com. You can also contact The Draw (Francis Carlos), Cowboy
Fast Draw Divsion Director, by email at thedraw2011@gmail.com.
Happy Trails and Safe Shooting,
Longeye
RSV Club Scribe
Cowboy Fast Draw Division Director
Cowboyfastdraw@RioSaladoSportsmans.com
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Full Auto Division

Submachine Gun 101
Mickey Thompson / Bob Taylor
RSSC Full Auto Division
Did you know that the Full Auto Division of Rio Salado sponsors a "Submachine Gun 101"
class. If you are an experienced competitive shooter this is an ideal way to give a Submachine Gun match a try.
The Full Auto Division holds monthly Submachine Gun (SMG) matches every second
Thursday at 5 p.m. on the Rio Salado pistol bays. Pre registration is required so that the instructor, a competition ready SMG and 100 rounds of 9mm ammo are available when you
show up. The cost is a modest fee of $50.00 and includes enough ammo to shoot some of
the stages. Additional ammo is available, if you want to shoot the entire match. Only our
provided ammo can be used in the loaner SMG.
As an experienced action shooter you are already familiar with the basics you need to know
regarding safety/range procedures. An experienced RO will guide you through the safe and
correct use of the SMG. This is a great opportunity to try something new!

For more information: fullauto@riosaladosportsmans.com

Quiz:
After the 11 mm Murata was dropped by the Japanese,
what cartridge did they adopt?

All Members are invited to attend the Board of Directors Meeting
held in the RSSC Activity Center on the Third Wednesday of each month
beginning at 7:00pm.
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2011 RSSC Scholarship Program
Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club is proud to announce the 2012 Scholarship Program for the children of members. This year’s essay topic is ‘What does the Second Amendment mean to me?’
The award(s) are for one or more scholarships valued at up to $2000. Applicants must meet the certain qualifications. The full criteria details and application form can be found on the RSSC Board of Directors link at
www.RioSaladoSportsmans.com Range Policies or by clicking Policy #13A
Scholarship Program.
Applications are due by March 31 and will be awarded after the April Board
Meeting.
1. The following criteria must be met.
- Parent (or legal guardian) must be a member of the RSSC
- Applicant must be accepted at an accredited college by the time the Scholarship is awarded
- Applicant must be a senior in high school (or home-school equivalent).
- Applicant must shoot competitively
2. Selection Criteria:
- Ranking of a 1 to 2 page essay. Ranking will be based on both creativity
and grammar.
- The Applicant is a competitive shooter – 2 points for each discipline
(maximum: 4 Points.).
- The Applicant must have participated in at least three competitive shooting
events within the last 12 months.
- The Applicant has performed one or more service projects for the Range: 2
points for each 4 hours or project. (maximum: 8 points).
Please contact Range Manager Bill Lagusis or the head of any division for
service project suggestions.
Good luck!
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HerHandgun
Choosing the Right Handgun
For Her
Choosing the right pistol for you can be a bit confusing. We feel the best source of information should come from fellow female shooters. No offense men; but, “What’s good for
the guys isn’t necessarily good for the gals”. On the other hand, sometimes it is the same.
We will be happy to share our firsthand knowledge with you!!
There are a few differences in how we hold the gun and how the gun recoils against our
smaller framed bodies. Not to mention, the simple task (to a man) of locking the slide back
is not always so simple for the women. There are ways to master this!
HerHandgun invites you to contact us with questions before you purchase your pistol! Our
students have gained a better understanding of the type of gun they want after they have
taken one of our classes!
Thanks to our Rio membership, HerHandgun is increasing their “sisterhood” of lady shooters! Keep spreading the good word!
HerHandgun.com. Go directly to our website or find us on facebook.
Contact: info@HerHandgun.com
Monthly classes and practices right here at Rio!
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Hunter Pistol Silhoutte/ Cowboy Lever Action
Hello everyone I’d like to introduce myself. I’m Jeff Segal and I’m going to be the New Division
Director for the Hunter Pistol Silhoutte/ Cowboy Lever Action Matches. The first match that I’m going to
be running will be on 2/5/2012 on the High Power Range. We start to set up for the matches at 7:00 AM
and run until the 4th relay is done with and then we take down. Matches are on the 1st Sunday of the month
Ran or Shine. I’m not going to be changing how the matches are run for the time being but I’m open to any
Suggestions to make the matches more fun and to have more shooter come out to the matches.
Guns that can be used at our matches are any caliber from .22 to .45 Colt Long for pistol/lever for
pistol cartridge. Ranges will be from 40 Meters for chickens to 100 Meters for rams. Then for the calibers
for hunting ranges will be from 50 Meters to 200 Meters for 30-30, 308, 30-06, etc. You will need 40
rounds for the match and whatever you might need for practice.
So if you want to come out and have fun then come on out and have fun. We run the matches in a safe and
laidback format.
Jeff Segal
Division Director
Pistol Silhouette/Cowboy Lever Action
PistolSil@RioSaladosportsmans.com

Got a Question, a Change of Address, email or other
Membership Info?
Our Email address is: Office@RioSaladoSportsmans.com
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Scattergun Notes
I hope everyone welcomed in the New Year with a “Bang” and had enough good sense to keep the
recoil from giving you a headache on Jan 1.
If you were at the range anytime during the holidays, you know how busy this facility has become.
We threw a record number of clays in 2011 and appreciate the patronage from all the shot gunners – new
or experienced. As always, safety is our number one concern so thanks to all who are safe and a special
thanks to those who remind others to the be safe as well. We want everyone to enjoy their visits here and
come back frequently.
I hear lots of compliments from visiting shooters regarding how clean our facility is. The Rio staff
works hard to keep things that way and we really appreciate the help from YOU picking up empty hulls,
using the trash barrels, hanging up the pull controls and all the other things that keep the range in such
good shape. Thank you all.
Since the last Ricochet, we have held two very successful registered sporting clay shoots, a great
fund raising SC event for the EVFNRA, our pre hunting season simulated Dove flurry, our Annual Turkey
shoot/flurry event, 3 50-50-50 trap events, an SCTP Fun shoot. Did I mention that we threw a record number of clays in 2011? My staff of two and I can’t do all this without a lot of help from some faithful volunteers. Terry (he is the pres you know) Marge (she is the financial manager you know) and Danielle Abbott,
Billy (he is the Range Manager you know) a loyal core of SCTP parents & coaches, Amy Stratton (and
Dan), Emra, Pat, Chuck, Bill and Klay W, all step up without fail. If I failed to mention anyone by name,
my apologies. My personal sincere thanks to all of you. That is one main reasons why RSSC is such a
great place.
Have you noticed the safety fences at the Token stations? A fine improvement well done by Dan,
Caleb, & Bob. In addition to all the other projects done by our Maintenance team.
Have you noticed the new shade canopy adjacent to station #10 on the SC course? What a great
addition. Thanks to the Board.
Ask most people why they belong to RSSC and the answer will be “So I can Shoot” or some similar comment. Well there are those who are officers, board members, divisions heads, etc. who want to
make this a Great place to shoot now and for the future as well. All the payment these folks get is lots of
How Abouts? Why Don’t You’s? When will this? Why hasn’t this? And a few occasional words of
thanks. They probably don’t expect it but I am sure they would appreciate it. Me? I’m just here for the
empty shells.
Our SCTP program is going great. Lots of new and returning shotgun enthusiasts. Some with their
eye on a gold medal, some come for the snack bar & Amy Dans culinary delights. And most just want to
break more clays than Dad. Only volunteers make this program a success. Our Fearless Leader John Olson and faithful companion Lindsay head that list of Jeff, Tanya, Kyndal, Paul, Mike, Mike, Bill, Bill,
James, Dan, Amy, Terry, Marge, Danielle, Wayne, Frank, Glen and all.
Look for new and varied improvements in 2012!! (let me know if you see any)
Your Sweet Lovable Target Setter,
Jim
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From the Historian’s Pen
50 Navy
The 1860’s saw a lot of progress in firearm technology. Breech loading and cartridge guns were
coming into use and the military was always looking for something better then what they had. The mid
1860’s saw development on the single shot rolling block action. The rolling block action was invented by
Joseph Rider in 1866 and was popular in quite a few countries. They were either made or licensed by Remington. In 1867 the military adopted a handgun in 50 caliber. The single shot pistol has an 8 inch barrel
and typical fixed sights. The trigger pull on my example wasn’t too bad compared to some other pistols of
the period. There are two versions, the 50 Army and 50 Navy. They were similar but had some differences
in the rim, the Armies’ being larger which didn’t always permit them to interchange. The Army version
also has a slight bottleneck. Why they made two versions is anyone’s guess. The 50 Navy and Army
served until 1873 when it was replaced by the potent 45 Colt.
Anyway I had an opportunity to test fire a 50 Navy. As you can imagine ammo isn’t available on
the shelf for this offering so I made my own. I took a 500 Linebaugh case and shortened it to .6 and loaded
it with a 300 grain cast 50 caliber bullet. Black powder was the propellant used as in the 1860’s. The rim
was a bit small but it didn’t present any problems. I have to confess that I really like rolling block actions
and this handgun was no exception. The gun shot well and recoil was about like a 38 with a 158 grain lead
bullet load. If guns could talk this one would definitely have some great stories. The owner stated that he
found it in Florida hidden in a tree securely wrapped to protect against the weather.
However the
most interesting feature was it has 4 notches in the grip. Despite my pleadings the owner would not sell it.
The military also looked at the rolling block in 50-70 but opted for the trapdoor instead. However
there are some cadet rolling blocks which are chambered for the shorter Navy cartridge. They are about 2/3
scale and were meant for training. Cadet rifles and lower power cartridges were used in various countries
for that reason. I have such a rifle and it shoots pretty well for such an old timer. Cases are shortened 5070’s and bullets of 300 and 350 grains are used with black powder.
Bob Shell
RSSC Historian
Historian@RioSaladoSportsmans.com

Check the calendar for the SMM3Gun in March
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SAVAGE DAY AT RIO SALADO
Barrett Tillman
“Wow! That is so cool.”
So exclaimed a young lady of fifteen who had just chimed the steel ram on Rio’s
high-power range. She had never shot before, but when coached by former Scottsdale PD
instructor Rick Furr, she absorbed the basics of rifle marksmanship with a bipoded .308 bolt
action, shooting off a bench at 200 meters. Her loaner rifle was courtesy of Savage Arms,
which sponsored the come-and-shoot opportunity on Sunday, November 20.
The event is one of several that Savage sponsors annually, providing shooters the
chance to test-drive new products—everything from binoculars to rimfires to .338s. Most
of the rifles were topped with 3X9 Nikon optics featuring Bullet Drop Compensator aiming
dots for a given cartridge out to 500 yards.
Host for the event was Jeff Langhorst of Tim Bailey & Associates which represents
Savage in the 13 western states and four Canadian provinces. “We do a lot of business in
Canada,” he explains, adding that some of the company’s .22s are made in Ontario.
Despite the youth and inexperience of some shooters on the range, few exhibited any
reluctance to experiment under competent mentors. Most Savage center-fire rifles offer
muzzle brakes as standard equipment, and a few rounds are enough to convince anyone that
they work. Firing .300 Winchester magnum and .338 Lapua demonstrated the efficiency of
the company’s designs.
I was already convinced of Savage’s quality, having taken a Scout Rifle to Zimbabwe
in 2000. When some authorities insisted that you need a .375 for plains game, I heeded the
advice of an experienced African hunter who said, “If you can pick your shot, you’ll do fine
with a .308.” He was right—eight for eight at distances out to 160 yards.
Jeff Langhorst covers New Mexico and Arizona, and based on the Rio turnout he
said, “I’d like to do this sort of thing twice a year in the Phoenix area. Sometimes it’s hard
to get range time for an event like this, but people come out and say how much they appreciate the chance to try our products.”

Answer
The 8 X 53 Murata replaced the 11 mm and was used from 1887 to
1897 when it was replaced by the 6.5 by 50mm Japanese Arisaka in
1897
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